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Introduction
So you’ve decided it’s time to move your club into the 21st Century. The A-Base
Online Court Booking System provides the convenience club members deserve while
raising the professionalism of your club in the community. Now is a good time as
broadband has become common in many households and it is no longer a time
consuming mission for households to dial-up and access the Internet at painfully slow
speeds. Placing a shortcut on a desktop means that with a simple double-click the
club’s booking sheet quickly displays on the screen.
Moving your club from a manual system to the online system is surprisingly easy; the
following explains the process and provides some tips along the way.
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Getting the Go Ahead.
To help understand the system and have it trialed and demonstrated to other club
members A-Base will happily set-up a free trial site. This site is fully featured and all
aspects of the booking system can be trialed and demonstrated. When the club feels
they would like to progress with the process another site will be created using the live
URL, any configuration or members added to this system will be there when the club
wishes to go live.
A-Base will provide free training by phone and email to club administrators as it is
required. This support is encouraged to occur during the trialing period and will be
always available to the club’s senior administrator in the form of email and phone.

The Time Line.
Even before any decision is made or costs are incurred the process of moving from
manual booking sheets to Online Bookings can begin.
• The process begins by requesting a trial site from A-Base. The only
information that is required is the Club Name and the Name & Email address
of someone who is to become the senior administrator, (A-Base contact).
• Anyone with a reasonable knowledge of computers will have no problems
administering the site. However for initial configuration of the site and to
ensure that the club has the best visual display it would be recommended to
spend a little time receiving some free instruction from A-Base. Just email to
arrange a time.
• The above is particularly true while configuring the booking slots as these are
best done prior to any bookings being entered into the system. Although there
is comprehensive online documentation this is the one area of the site which
requires some consideration and thought.
Once a decision has been made to go online then a timeline can be created. There will
be 2-3 weeks before the club can officially begin using the online system. However if
the club is in a hurry there is no reason why it can’t be done in 2-3 days. During this
time the club will need to:
• Acquire a club computer to replace the manual booking sheets in the club
rooms.
• Decide on an Internet provider and arrange for a broadband connection.
Even for large clubs the monthly data requirements to operate the booking
system are minimal and the speed required is not high so a basic broadband
plan will be quite suitable. The booking system has been designed to operate
on very low data usage; this means that even at low data transfer rates, fast
displays of the booking sheet are still achieved.
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Inform A-Base that you will be using the system as early as possible so that
A-Base can work with a selected senior administrator to help configure the
system for your club, this is providing the administrator has not already been
schooled up on this. See Section on Configuration.
Provide A-Base with all the club’s members on Excel and they will be
automatically entered into the system. This saves doing each one
individually through the web interface.
Your options to go live are either:
o Choose a date at some time in the future when the online system will
become the club’s official booking sheet. eg First of Next Month
o Inform all club members of the changeover date and place a link on
the club’s web site to access the system.
o At this stage club members can practice logging on and making
unofficial court bookings. Any issues can be ironed out before
changeover date.
Or
o Or simply replace the manual sheets with the club computer and
when a member comes to the club rooms provide them their
username and password, some instruction and the URL to use at
home.
On change over date relax!
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The Club Computer.
The following contains ideas only as to what is the best solution for a club computer.
The club does not need to spend several thousand dollars purchasing a computer; all
the club computer will do is run a web browser (ie Internet Explorer or FireFox) and
for probably 98% of the time will not be doing anything. While a new computer is
more professional an older computer not only has the benefits of being significantly
cheaper it is more energy efficient. A good balance between cost and professional
appearance can be to purchase a new keyboard, mouse and monitor for an older box.
As today’s processors can use a significant amount of power you might find this site
useful for determining how much power your computer will be using.
http://www.matbe.com/articles/lire/306/merom-et-conroe-test-des-core-2duo/page18.php

The choice of monitor is the most important
decision with the club computer. A-Base
recommends choosing a widescreen monitor
which has rotation capabilities. The rotation
allows the widescreen monitor to become a
tallscreen. This is much closer to the shape of the
booking system and will prevent constant
scrolling down through the booking slots. Eg The
monitor is installed in portrait orientation. To
.
rotate ‘Windows’ (Software) press Ctrl-Alt-

There are some other things that you might want
to consider while setting up the club computer:
• Prevent members from accessing any
other sites other than the booking system
and possibly some other squash related
sites. This can be done by setting a local
policy.
• Run your browser in Kiosk mode, this removes toolbars that are not necessary
and provides the users with a larger screen.
• Have your senior administrator access the booking site and set the computer to
be the ‘Club Computer’. This has several benefits:
o Prevents the “Remember Me” option from being selected on the log in
page
o Logs-off members after a short time of Inactivity.
o Then also after a short time of inactivity it ‘Logs On’ a ‘Read Only’
user. This way the slots are always viewable.
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Provide some written instructions near to the computer as to how to log on and
book a court. These are available from A-Base.
Other notes and reminders to place near the monitor is the URL if the club
doesn’t have a web site to place a link on and a reminder to log off after
booking a court.
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A Basic Club Computer Cabinet Design
Some points to note:
• Drawing is: Not to Scale
• Constructed of wood with a glass screen.
• Width to be wide enough for a keyboard and mouse.
• Purchase a computer with a widescreen and small form pc box.
• This cabinet could be bolted to the wall or if the side frames are extended then
it could sit on the floor as well as an attachment to the wall.
• Consider the height of the ceiling regarding being able to lift the glass high
enough to fit the monitor in.
• Consider whether the cabinet should be wall mounted or free standing.
• Consider how low you would like to monitor to sit. Ie If the bottom of the
monitor is located at the same height as the keyboard then it will probably be
too low. It will probably need to be raised 15cm.
• Suggested order of construction: Purchase the computer first, followed by
the glass and then have a joiner create the cabinet to fit the computer within.

Glass front,
slides in from
the top

Monitor will want to
sit about this height
Keyboard sits
on here
Put PC in
here (smallform.)

Front swings up
to open
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Approximation Of The Costs Involved.
These costs have been based on a club having 3 courts and an existing telephone line.

Set-up:
• Club Computer
o PC box (second hand)
o Keyboard.(new)
o Mouse (new)
o Monitor 17” Digital (new)
•

$300
$30
$30
$450

A-Base insertion of club members into the online system.
$100
Total Set-Up

Operating (Monthly)
• Broadband
• Booking System with gold configuration enabled.
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Configuration
Part 1.
During trials you will learn how to configure the system to suit your clubs needs. The
first part will only take a few minutes as you enter in such things as the various club
administrators, club name and club email. This area of configuration is completed in
the section: Manage System | Club Set-up and any one of the options in this section
can be updated at any stage, either before or after the system is in use.
Part 2.
The second part of the configuration is best completed prior to the system accepting
bookings from club members. This part requires some planning and consideration
however if necessary can be adjusted after going live.
First create some member types. Members are placed in different groups and each
group can have Restrictions placed on their booking times and be charged fees
differently. For example: Juniors and Seniors. A-Base requests that your club keeps
the number of member types minimal.
Secondly the A-Base Online Booking System has the ability to stagger court start
times and vary the duration of each court throughout the day and throughout the week.
It is configuring this that A-Base are happy to work with and assist an administrator to
configure the system for the club’s needs. The following provides some ideas:
A Common Daily Scenario.
The club opens at 6am, a long slot time of 90 minutes is set because courts are
usually available and not used often at this time of the day. Eg 4 slots @ 90
minutes mean that this Slot Group finishes at 12:00 pm.
During lunchtime the courts are often used so 2 slots of 45 minutes duration
are created. Eg 2 slots @ 45 minutes mean this Slot Group finishes at 1:30 pm.
The afternoon sessions are lengthened once again to 60 minute slots right
through to 6:30pm. Eg 5 slots @ 60 minutes mean this Slot Group finishes at
6:30 pm.

The evening sessions from 6:30pm to 8:30pm are the peak times so slots are
reduced to 40 minutes. Eg 3 slots @ 40 minutes mean this Slot Group finishes
at 8:30 pm.
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The day completes with 2 slots of 60 minutes. Eg 2 slots @ 60 minutes mean
club closes at 10:30 pm
Refinements
While the above configuration is suitable for weekdays in the weekends we are able to
make slight alterations to accommodate the different busy and quite times.
Peak evening sessions on Friday and Sunday do not occur so these sessions are
removed and the afternoon sessions continue through to 8:00pm
In the weekends the lunchtime slots are removed and the afternoon 60 minute sessions
begin at 12:00pm
The above scenario could all be set-up for one court throughout the week. If the club
was to have 3 courts then courts 2 and 3 are set-up so that their start time is staggered.
Eg In the very first scenario where there are 90 minute sessions throughout the
morning starting at 6am on court 1, court 2 can be the same but with a 30 minute
delayed start time; ie Starting 6:30am, and Court 3 could be delayed 60 minutes ie
starting at 7 pm. This means that every half an hour a slot time would begin.

Part 3.
The third part of the configuration involves setting up some optional components such
as ‘Booking Restrictions’ and varying ‘Account Fees’. All optional components can
be set-up and adjusted at any time and need not be done prior to going live.
Booking Restrictions: These are applied to the ‘Member type’ groups and
prevent selected members from creating bookings at selected times. These
restrictions are highly configurable with up to five individual time restrictions
able to be set according to the court, the day of the restriction and the member
type. If a club was to have the following five member types: Senior, Junior,
Family, Masters and Life and had 3 courts this would then allow 5 * 3 = 15
individual settings to occur on each day of the week. As there are 7 days in a
week and each day can have 5 separate restrictions, this means a possible 15 *
7 * 5 * 5 = 2625 individual restrictions can be applied throughout the week.

There are four different types of fees which can be applied to each member type
group:
Subscription Fees: This is a subscription fee of the members for your club. If
you choose to use this feature then the system will record these fees and send
out an email prior to when the next fee is due. This makes it much easier to
mange club fees. This fee has nothing to do with either A-Base or the booking
system but is provided as a courtesy feature as the following member’s fees
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are already stored on the system, and most of the functionality to have this
feature is already incorporated within the system.
Player Fees: A fee can be set-up to assign to a member when that member
makes a booking. These fees are set according to the member type the member
belongs to, and for each court and for each day of the week. The fee can also
be set as a fee per slot or a fee per hour, eg 30 minute slot @ $5 hour = $2.50.
Court Fee. This fee is assigned to a member on a court basis as well as any
player fees. It has same set-up options as the Player Fees, eg The member is
charged according to the member type they belong to and the fee can be set
differently for each court for each day of the week and per slot or per hour.
Absentee Fee. This is a fee charged to each member due to play in a booked
slot, when that member does not turn up to play their game. The fee is set
according to their member type.
Cancellation Refunds. As soon as a booking is made the member is charged
the player and court fees but if the member chooses to cancel their booking a
refund can be set for any fees they have encountered. This means that this is
not actually a fee. The amount of the refund is a percentage of the fee that can
be set according to how long left until the booked slot is due to start. Eg If
there are 24 hours until the booking begins a 100% refund can be applied, if
there is 6 hours a 50% refund can be applied.
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Permissions
Permissions allow an administrator to delegate individualised control to every part of
the Online Booking System. Permissions for all members can be accessed through
Manage System | Members | Permissions. The following provides some suggestions
as to how permissions can / should / need to be assigned.
Main Administrator
Each club requires a Main Administrator this person should have all permissions
ticked, including the most important permission of all which is the permission to
assign permissions. Anyone who is given the ‘permission to assign permissions’ is in
fact a main administrator as they can then assign themselves any other permission
they require.
This person is also probably the only person that should have access to the Club,
Account and Slot configuration tabs, once these areas are configured they should not
require much adjustment.
Note: The administrator that A-Base deals with will require all permissions selected.
Other Administrators
There are some special permissions which can be assigned to other members to allow
them to do such things as create or delete other members’ bookings (normally
members can only delete their own bookings).
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